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Druidry and Wicca
How are they similar?

How are they different?

Earth-Centered
Observe 8 Holidays

Female Equality
Large Public Groups Neopagan Small Private Groups

Not usually Duo-theistic Polytheistic Duo-theistic
Open Circles Work in Circles Closed Circles

Lesser Magical focus Practice Magic Major Magical focus

Druidry (as practiced by Ar nDraiocht Fein (ADF) Wicca (in general, specific groups will vary greatly)
We want our Druid Grove to be large and inclusive. 
The public is invited to most Rituals and events.

Some groups are open to the public, but most Wiccan Covens are 
smaller and private. You usually need an invitation to attend.

Most Druid Groves worship a variety of Gods and Goddesses and 
don’t try to tie them together. Most Groves also base their focus on 
one or more cultural pantheons primarily in the Indo-European 
traditions or to a lesser extent Norse traditions.

Wiccans often concentrate their worship on the Lord and Lady and 
sometimes say, “All Gods are aspects of the one God, all Goddesses are 
aspects of the one Goddess”.

Druid circles are open and the magic comes from the center. Wiccans close their circles and use the perimeter as a magical barrier.
Although Druids believe in Magic, Druidic Ritual is more about 
strengthening our relationship with the Gods, Ancestors and Spirits of 
Nature. Magical workings are of secondary importance. 

Most Wiccans seem to concentrate on Magical Spells and workings 
more than Druids do.

Both believe that Deity is 
equally female and male.

Both believe in many Gods 
and Goddesses.

Both believe that with enough knowledge and skill, we 
can affect the weather, the health and prosperity of 
individuals, etc.

Both honor the Earth and 
work to protect her.

Both celebrate the 8 holidays, 
one every 6 ½ weeks.

Both consider themselves part of the 
larger Neopagan Movement and draw 
inspiration from ancient Pagan religions.

Both usually perform 
ritual in circular groups.


